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What is a Poster?

 

Posters are visual communications tools that
encourage conversation with colleagues. They
summarize and advertise your work. 



What
makes a
good
poster?

Important information should be readable 

Title is short and draws interest

Word count of about 300 to 800 words

Text is clear and to the point

Use of bullets, numbering, and headlines make it easy

to read 

Effective use of graphics, color and fonts

Consistent and clean layout

Includes acknowledgments, your name and

institutional affiliation



Great
Posters
are
COMPACT
and
VISUAL 

COMPACT:

Focus on ONE, clearly stated question with a clear take-

home message 

VISUAL:

Used diagrams, arrows, and other graphics to direct

attention rather than text.
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Where do I begin?
First, develop a plan: 

Consider:

Audience
Content
Graphics
Text
Colors 
Layout

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.



Who is your audience?
Your audience determines the tone of your poster. 

Specialists?
Wide-ranging disciplines?
Very general audience?
All three?

Are they likely to be?



Choose a topic

First of all, interesting, motivating, promising, ...
(Have fun)

 Second, It is important to choose a topic with
enough available material to make the poster
factual and interesting, but not so broad that you
cannot discuss the topic well in just a few minutes.

 



Research
the Topic

Literature survey (survey the survey or tutorial
papers first, then identify most influential work and
people, followed by recent publications in top
conferences and journals, related industry news)

Zoom-in a bit to avoid too broad coverage

Ask yourself: what is the key message you want to
share with the audience, and put the key message in
one paragraph, and in a few bullets.

Is there controversy in the community over this topic,
or general agreement?

Collect relevant graphs, figures or tables that can be
used in the presentation



Title
Text
Graphics
Conclusions

What's your story?
Your central research question should be reflected in the content of your:

e.g., methods, results, implications, conclusions
e.g., focus, justification, findings, conclusions

Determine a logical sequence for your story

Show the sequence in your headings



What's effective text? 
Minimize text
Use Images and Graphics
Use short sentences
Use simple words

Avoid jargon, acronyms, and unusual abbreviations

TOO MUCH TEXT 



What's Effective use of Color?
Use dark letters on a light background 

- avoid dark background with light letters
...very tiring to read 

Stick to a theme of only 2-3 colors, NO MORE

Overly bright colors attract attention, but are tiring 



What's Effective
Layout? 

People naturally read left => right => top =>
bottom.

A column format is easy to read in a crowd.

Use headings to direct readers to key sections.

Use white space effectively and balance it with
text. 



1.It is important to always keep the key message in mind as a
common theme during the body of the poster. If you wander
from the main point, you may lose your audience.

2.Balance between figures, tables and text. Figures and tables
should occupy approximately half of the viewing area. If you
have only a few illustrations, make them large. Use text to state
the problem, frame the problem in the appropriate context,
summarize results, and state major conclusions.

3. A poster is not a copy of any written paper glued onto a poster
board.

4. It should be quickly readable from a distance. Lower Case is
easier to read (Readability vs. READABILITY).

Tips



What is the most
important/interesting/astounding finding from
our research project?

How can we visually share our research with
other teams? Should we use charts, graphs,
photos, images?

What kind of information can we convey during
our talk that will complement our poster?

Answer these three questions:
 

Tips: part 2



Microsoft PowerPoint

Adobe Illustrator and InDesign

Microsoft Excel/Google Sheets - for graphics 

DeltaGraph

Adobe Photoshop

Canva

Paint 

 

Useful
Software 



 An easy way to prepare figures and text for posters is
using Powerpoint/Canva/Point. Other tools are allowed. 

Title: Use characters 1 inch high (Geneva or Arial 96 point
bold works well).

Text: Use limited text to convey the essential information;
Use a serif typeface (Palatino, NewYork, Bookman); Point
size should be between 24 and 36; Use plain text

Headings:Use a sans-serif typeface (Geneva, Helvetica,
Arial) ; Point size of font should be larger than text; Use
Bold

Format



 Figures:
Design figures that can be understood
without reading the entire poster
Information in figures should not be
duplicated in text or elsewhere.

State the key results in a complete title for each
table.
Set up columns for ready comparison of data
from left to right in a logical order.
Each column should have a heading, include
symbols of the unit of measurement.

Format: 
continuation



Is the poster appropriate for your audience?
Does it with the right size?
Is it readable from 1.5 meters?
Has it been carefully edited and proofread?
Does the title accurately reflect the content?
Does the background establish the need for the study?
Does the objective/key point adequately state the
purpose of the study?
Do the methods and results tie back to the objectives?

Critique
Poster
Before
Production



Prepare a 5-minute talk to explain your poster to others. The
talk duration can be adaptive to other audiences according
to their interests and feedback.

Do you display a professional appearance and demeanor?

Are you responsive to questions?

Are you able to talk about your work with different
audiences?

Are you enthusiastic about your work? Can you convey this
to others?

Presentation:
 



Grading:

Quality of poster (50%): following guidelines and format rules

Presentation and question handling (50%)



Deadline:

Posters must be submitted by 09:50 on August 26 

You will show your posters and 5-minute talk on August 26 in the afternoon 



Enjoy the poster workshop and have
fun!


